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1.

INTRODUCTION
The use of social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, has recorded significant growth in Malaysia.
Facebook account holders have increased from 10.18 million in 2015 to 12.75 million at present [1, 2]. As for
Twitter, the 1.5 million account holders in 2015 have grown to 2.2 million to date [1, 2]. Organisations, forprofit and non-profit alike, and governments have now recognised the potential benefits that social media text
carries. Text analytics is used to discover knowledge from a large collection of text and often borrows
techniques from Natural Language Processing (NLP), Data Mining (DM), Machine Learning (ML) and
Information Retrieval (IR) [3]. When dealing with social media, text analytics is used to uncover insights into
social networks or groups e.g. sentiment analysis, event detection and customer segmentation [3]. In general,
text analytics undergoes phases of Data Acquisition, Pre-processing, Representation and Knowledge
Discovery [3]. Pre-processing is the longest phase aimed at transforming data into a form fit to perform
analytics [5, 18, 21]. It involves activities of removals, stemming, tokenization, language detection and
normalisation. Removals [4] typically involve white spaces, missing values, duplicate reviews, stop words,
non-ascii characters and typos which could have an adverse influence on the result. Stemming [19] replaces
words with their canonical form for example stand in place of standing, stood and stands. Language detection
(LD) [6, 7, 24] is crucial for language-dependent tokenisers and could considerably decrease the size of data
extracted. Normalisation [22, 23] converts words into their standard spelling if they are not. Once data is clean,
the next phase represents data as numeric vectors (i.e. Bag of Words or Vector Space Model) in preparation
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for use in downstream analytics. Finally, knowledge discovery methods would be applied such as supervised
classification, clustering, sentiment analysis and event detection.
Malay is a language spoken and written by around 290 million people worldwide [8]. Malay is
frequently used in Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and Brunei [8]. In Malaysia, the formal Malay language is
standardized by an authorized body namely Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (DBP). DBP determines the correct
spelling and use of Malay language in spoken and written artefacts such as formal speech, formal letters and
academic text. Social media, unlike documents, permits very limited text. Users are forced to devise ways to
fit more information within the restricted given space, ending up in them altering how text would be presented.
Such decisions are often based on what is perceived to be logical by the writer and understanding of the text is
left to the reader’s own interpretations. Without any authorized body, like the DBP, there is practically no right
or wrong with regards to the spelling and usage of Malay language on social media. In this paper, we describe
the different kinds of Malay text we found on social media. We named them Social Media Malay Language
(SMML) so as to distinguish them from the formal Malay language monitored by the DBP. To our knowledge,
there is no formal taxonomy on Malay social media text. The primary objective and contribution of this paper
is the taxonomy of SMML. We hope the taxonomy will be utilized in research and commercial tasks.
At the point of writing, no formal taxonomy on Malay social media text has been published. Instead,
narrow categorisations were found described within works in text normalization and automatic spell checker
[20, 25]. Categorisations appear to be cherry-picked in light of the solution proposed. Misspelled words [13],
out-of-vocabulary words [14], ill-formed words and noisy text [14, 15, 17] were used to describe the
unconventional condition of Malay social media text. Basri et al. [13] proposed a framework for an automatic
spell-checker and corrector for misspelled words. Only slang words from Selangor were handled in this work.
Basri et al. also handled the universal character “x” which indicates a negation and twicely duplicated words.
Samsudin et al. [14] constructed a set of rules capable of automatically-generating artificial noisy text. These
rules were based on an earlier work by DBP as an effort to streamline Short Message Service (SMS) texts [16].
In their work, they dealt with variations of spelling, Selangor and Johor slang words, vowel-less words and Rsuffixed words which we identify as a way of expressing a writer’s state. Muhamad et al. [15] discussed a
conceptual architecture of a Malay text normalisation framework of a work-in-progress where the proposal is
to utilise a hybrid dictionary. Their research interest is in spelling variation and Selangor-based slang words.
This taxonomy aims at providing a preliminary description of Malay social media text up to the time of writing.

2.

METHOD
This taxonomy was constructed via observation on a Malay tweeter corpus. Careful categorisation
was done with regards to several identified dimensions. The dimensions are formal spelling-informal
pronunciation, second language, trends, geography, small devices and expressions. Formal spelling-informal
pronunciation represents the variety of sounds that can be uttered informally on a syllable which differs from
its formal spelling. These numerous informal sounds were found adopted into SMML and form our first class
of taxonomy (1.0 of Table 1). A second language frequently influences informal communications, often
resulting in a mix of two languages in a single sentence. English being the all round second language of most
native Malay speakers was discovered mixed with Malay in the corpus in large numbers, thus forming the
second class of our taxonomy (2.0 of Table 1). Trends induce the formation of new words or phrases in SMML.
Nation-wide event, memes or public figures are common trending triggers. We identified the now widely used
English words spelt using Malay phonology which was publicised by a local Malaysian celebrity as our third
taxonomic class (3.0 of Table 1). Geography represents how SMML was formed to reflect the unique way
different regions pronounce the same Malay word, also known as slang or dialect. We focused on regions in
West Malaysia for this study and identified 8 regions with prominent slangs (4.0 of Table 1). Next is small
devices which inspire authors to use short spellings to reduce typing time. We found their effect in SMML to
produce vowel-less spelling (5.0 of Table 1) and numeric suffixes (6.0 of Table 1). Expressions, such as happy,
surprised and annoyed, motivate the use of symbols in social media text. We found universal manners of
expressions in SMML as well as a unique one and formed our taxonomic class 7.0 of Table 1.

3.

TAXONOMY OF SMML
This section describes further our taxonomy and presents examples. A summary of this taxonomy is
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Taxonomy of Social Media Malay Language (SMML) (continue)
1.0 Spelling variations
2.0 Malay-English mixed sentence
2.1. Direct replacement
2.1.1. English word/phrase in Malay sentence
2.1.2. Malay word/phrase in English sentence
2.2. Combination
3.0 English words spelt using Malay phonology
3.1. Consonant
3.1.1. Same as English
3.1.1.1. beau = bola [9]
3.1.1.2. do = dari [9]
3.1.1.3. festival = fikir [9]
3.1.1.4. gain = galah [9]
3.1.1.5. hat = habis [9]
3.1.1.6. job = jari [9]
3.1.1.7. kalah = sky [9]
3.1.1.8. clean = lama [9]
3.1.1.9. moon = makan [9]
3.1.1.10. note = nakal [9]
3.1.1.11. feeling = ngarai [9]
3.1.1.12. canyon = nyaman [9]
3.1.1.13. spy = pola [9]
3.1.1.14. risk = rasa
3.1.1.15. six = saya [9]
3.1.1.16. sty = tari [9]
3.1.1.17. vision = visa [9]
3.1.1.18. we = waktu [9]
3.1.1.19. yes = yakin [9]
3.1.1.20. zero = zaman [9]
3.1.2. Different from English
3.1.2.1. Thick th (e.g. brother) = d *
3.1.2.2. Thin th (e.g. think) = t *
3.1.2.3. c (e.g. cannot), ch (e.g. character) = k
3.1.2.4. ch (e.g. check) = c [9]
3.1.2.5. sh (e.g. shock) = sy [9]
3.1.2.6. x (e.g. max) = ks
3.1.2.7. Z-sounding s (e.g. is it?, busy) = z *
3.1.2.8. American middle t (e.g. better, keep it up) = d *
3.2. Vowel
3.2.1. Letter A
3.2.1.1. father [9], bus = ajar [9]
3.2.2. Letter E
3.2.2.1. clay = serong, pilih [9]
3.2.2.2. about [9], perk, hurt = apa, buka [9], benda
3.2.3. Letter I
3.2.3.1. see [9], pin, busy, gene = bila [9], ini [9]
3.2.4. Letter O
3.2.4.1. sole = roda, rumput [9]
3.2.4.2. off = pohon [9]
3.2.4.3. awesome = onak *
3.2.5. Letter U
3.2.5.1. moon = upah, baru, rumput [9]
3.3. Diphthong
3.3.1. how = kalau [9]
3.3.2. bye = capai [9]
3.3.3. survey = murbei [9]
3.3.4. boy = sempoi [9]
4.0. Regional slang
4.1. West Malaysia
4.1.1. North (Perlis, Kedah, Penang)
4.1.1.1. Letter ‘F’ ↔ letter ‘P’
4.1.1.2. Letter ‘R’ ↔ letter ‘GH’
4.1.1.3. Ending letter ‘A’, no changes
4.1.1.4. Ending letters ‘L’ ↔ ‘I’
4.1.1.5. Ending letters ‘R’ ↔ ‘AQ’
4.1.1.6. Ending letters ‘S’ ↔ ‘IH’
4.1.2. North (Perak)
4.1.2.1. Letter ‘F’ ↔ letter ‘P’
4.1.2.2. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘E’ or in some instance append with a ‘K’
4.1.2.3. Ending letter ‘AR’ or ‘R’ ↔ ‘OR’
4.1.2.4. Ending letters ‘AS’ ↔ ‘EH’
4.1.2.5. Ending letters ‘L’ ↔ ‘I’
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Table 1. Taxonomy of Social Media Malay Language (SMML)
4.1.3. East coast (Trengganu)
4.1.3.1. Letter ‘F’ ↔ letter ‘P’
4.1.3.2. Letters ‘IA’ ↔ letter ‘E’ [10]
4.1.3.3. Letters ‘MP’ ↔ letter ‘P’[10]
4.1.3.4. Letters ‘NT’ ↔ letter ‘T’[10]
4.1.3.5. Letters ‘NGK’ ↔ letter ‘K’[10]
4.1.3.6. Letters ‘UA’ ↔ letter ‘O’ [10]
4.1.3.7. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘E’[10]
4.1.3.8. Ending letters ‘L’ or ‘R’, drop these letters[10]
4.1.3.9. Ending letters ‘AH’ ↔ ‘OH’[10]
4.1.3.10. Ending letters ‘AI’ or ‘AU’ ↔ ‘A’[10]
4.1.3.11. Ending letters ‘AK’ ↔ ‘OK’[10]
4.1.3.12. Ending letters ‘AR’ ↔ ‘OR’[10]
4.1.3.13. Ending letters ‘M’ or ‘N’ ↔ ‘NG’[10]
4.1.3.14. Ending letters ‘P’ or ‘T’ ↔ ‘K’[10]
4.1.3.15. Ending letters ‘S’ ↔ ‘H’[10]
4.1.4. East coast (Kelantan)
4.1.4.1. Letter ‘F’ ↔ letter ‘P’
4.1.4.2. Letters ‘IA’ ↔ letter ‘E’ [11]
4.1.4.3. Letters ‘MP’ ↔ letter ‘P’ [11]
4.1.4.4. Letters ‘NT’ ↔ letter ‘T’ [11]
4.1.4.5. Letters ‘NGK’ ↔ letter ‘K’ [11]
4.1.4.6. Letter ‘R’ ↔ letter ‘GH’ [11]
4.1.3.7. Letters ‘UA’ ↔ letter ‘O’ [11]
4.1.4.8. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘O’ [11]
4.1.4.9. Ending letter ‘P’ or ‘T’ ↔ ‘K’ [11]
4.1.4.10. Ending letter ‘S’ ↔ ‘H’ [11]
4.1.4.11. Ending letters ‘AH’ ↔ ‘OH’ [11]
4.1.4.12. Ending letters ‘AI’ or ‘AU’ ↔ ‘A’ [11]
4.1.4.13. Ending letters ‘AK’ ↔ ‘OK’ [11]
4.1.4.14. Ending letters ‘AM’, ‘AN’ or ‘ANG’ ↔ ‘E’ or ‘AE’ [11]
4.1.4.15. Ending letter ’N’ ↔ ’NG’ [11]
4.1.5. Central (Lembah Klang)
4.1.5.1. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘E’ or in some instance append with a ‘K’
4.1.5.2. Ending letters ‘AR’ ↔ ‘A’
4.1.6. Central (Negeri Sembilan)
4.1.6.1. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘O’
4.1.6.2. Ending letters ‘AS’ ↔ ‘EH’
4.1.6.3. Ending letters ‘T’ ↔ ‘EK’
4.1.6.4. Starting letter ‘E’ ↔ ‘O’
4.1.6.5. In-word letter ‘E’ ↔ ‘O’
4.1.7. South (Melaka)
4.1.7.1. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘E’ or in some instance append with a ‘K’
4.1.7.2. Ending letters ‘AR’ ↔ ‘AU’
4.1.8. South (Johor)
4.1.8.1. Ending letter ‘A’ ↔ ‘E’ or in some instance append with a ‘K’
4.1.8.2. Ending letters ‘AR’ ↔ ‘A’ or ‘O’
East
4.2. Malaysia
5.0. No-vowel spelling
5.1. Multiple letters
5.2. Single letter
5.2.1. Similar-sounding
5.2.2. Dissimilar-sounding
6.0. Numeric suffixes
7.0. Conveying expressions
7.1. Repeating letters or punctuation marks
17.2. Adding the letter ’R’ at a word ending with a vowel

3.1. Spelling Variations
Table 2 shows different forms of spelling used for the same word, with the leftmost being the standard
Malay spelling. The variations listed portray the different decisions that the authors have made. One decision
is to mimic the common manner by which a word is pronounced by a native speaker. In Malay, formal spelling
can differ from actual pronunciation of words, especially letters at the end of a word. For example, in the first
line, the way the first letter “a” in the word “apa” is pronounced is different from the “a” at the end. Hence, a
letter e is put in place of “a” to form the word “ape”, resembling spoken pronunciation. Another decision is
made based on the common manner by which Malay native speakers tend to trim words during informal
conversations. The second line shows examples of trimmed words; all holding the same meaning. The phrase
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 16, No. 1, October 2019 : 465 - 472
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“macam mana” shows trimming of the start of a word, leaving only its end where “macam” becomes “cam”
and mana trimmed to “na” or “ne”, following the previous decision. Hence, resulting in “camne” and the likes.
Words or phrases under this category are noticeably similar at different degrees (“apa” and “ape” being highly
similar, “macam mana” and “cane” have very low similarity).

Table 2. Spelling variations
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Variations
apa = ape
macam mana = mcmana, camne, mcmne, cane
cerita = cite
balik = blik
betul = betol, btul, btol
boleh = bole, buleh, bule, ble
bulat = bolat, bulats, bolats
dekat mana = ktmana, ktne, katne
kalau = kalo, klu, kalu
masuk = masok, msuk
mereka = meka
sebelum = sblum, sblom
tidak ada = takde, tade
tidak hendak = tanak, tak nak
tidak mahu = tak mahu, tak mau, tamau

3.2. Malay-English Mixed Sentence
English is a second language to most Malaysians after Malay. As a result, it is commonplace to find
the mixing of Malay and English words or phrases in the same sentence in informal communications.
Categorisedn as a type of SMML are reviews that have both Malay and English words/phrases in a single
sentence. This setence can either abide by the English sentence construction rules, obey Malay construction
rules or a combination however deemed suited by the author. The words/phrases can be used at the start of a
sentence, middle or at the end. These mixed sentences can be grouped into two: direct replacement and
combination. Direct replacement can be further grouped into either having English word/phrase in a Malay
sentence or replacing some word/phrase in an English sentence with Malay. In Table 3, lines 1 and 2 show the
former and in line 3 is an example of the latter. The phrases “improve income” and “Telco provider” substitutes
their equivalent Malay phrases. In contrast, Malay words “rakyat” and “untuk” are found embedded in an
English sentence. Lines 4 and 5 contain both English and Malay sentence structure in an unobvious
combination.

Table 3. Malay-English mixed sentence
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Sentences
I tak tahu macamana nak improve income
Dah sampai masa utk tukar Telco provider
Waive GST for sports equipment the rakyat should be encourage untuk stay healthy
Why items zero gst from all level ke?
In my opinion umat Islam tidak patut dikenakan GST sebab dalam Islam kita dah ada zakat

3.3. English Words Spelt using Malay Phonology
Another type of SMML is writing English words using Malay sound system a.k.a. phonology.
Phonology is “the science of speech sounds” . This basically adds playfulness into a message. The International
Phonetic Association (IPA) [12] divided Malay phonology [9] into three major groups: consonant, vowel and
diphthong. We adopted this categorisation to our taxonomy and adapted it by further dividing the consonants
into letters of the alphabet which sound the same in Malay and in English and another group of consonants
consisting of unmatching letters used in the approximation of Malay sounds to its English equivalence. For
example, the Malay “k” is equated to the English “c”, as in “kaktus” and “cactus”. Additionally, we observed
the existence of newly created approximations, unique to Malay social media text (e.g. “tink” and “think”),
and labelled them with an asterisk (i.e. *). Example SMML words/phrases are listed in Table 4 for consonants
while vowels and diphthongs are in Table 5.
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Table 4. Consonant
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Words
brother = brader
famous = femes
guarantee = gerenti
husband = hasben
jealous = jeles
keep it up = kipidap
legend = lejen
message = mesej
naughty = notti
topup = topap
relax = rileks
school = skul
topup = topap
brother = brader *
think = tink *
cannot = kenot
character = kerekter
check = cek
shock = syok
max = maks
is it = izzit *
keep it up = kipidap *

English and Malay Sound
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different

Table 5. Vowel & Diphtong
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Words
what = wat *
jealous = jeles
husband = hasben
naughty = noti, notti
busy = bizi
keep it up = kipidap
awesome = ohsem *
office = ofis
school = skul
good = gud
wow = wau
bye = bai
hey = hei
boy = boi

Vowel/Diphtong
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Vowel
Diphtong
Diphtong
Diphtong
Diphtong

3.4. Spelling Malay Words based on Regional Slang
Slangs are region-dependent. The slang of some regions may differ slightly from the formal Malay
language while others may vary substantially. For example, the word “besar” can be written as “beso”,
“besa”, “bosa”, “besaq” or “godang”, depending on which part of Malaysia the slang is adopted from. This
kind of SMML use the spelling rules of the formal Malay language in order to write words to the sound of a
slang. Table 6 lists example words. We formed our taxonomy based on regions of West and East Malaysia. In
this paper, our focus is on West Malaysia slangs. We refine the taxonomy into regions of north, east coast,
central and south. Speakers of neighbouring states tend to have similar slangs with some differences, be it
prominent or not. For example, northern states such as Perlis, Kedah and Penang are nearly indistinguishable
while east coast states, i.e. Trengganu and Kelantan, are notably different. The essence of our taxonomy is in
interchangeability. This refers to letters in a formal Malay word that could be replaced to produce a slang word.
For example, in Table 1 Item 4.1.1.1. states that letter “F” is used interchangeably (↔) with “P”. This can be
seen in the word “fikir” which becomes “pikir” when northern slang is applied. Then, Item 4.1.1.5 specifies
that letters ending with “R” are interchangeable with letters “AQ”. As a result, “pikir” becomes “pikiaq” as
how most northern speakers would pronounce and spell in social media. Words that not interchangeable e.g.
“godang” are not defined in our taxonomy considering that they require a synonym based dictionary.
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Table 6. Slang-Based Spelling
Standard
Malay
besar
fikir
raya
panas
suka
pinggan
semut
demam
lemah
kedekut

NorthNorth
Perak
besaq
beso
pikiaq
pikior
ghaya
raye
panaih paneh
suka
gemor
pinggan pinggan
semut
semut
demam dedor
lemah
lemah
kedekut kedekut

East coast Trengganu
beso
pikir
raye
panah
suke
pinggang
semuk
demang
lemoh
kedekuk

East coast Kelantan
besar
pikir
rayo
panah
suko
pingge
semuk
deme
lemoh
kedekuk

Central - Klang Central Valley
Sembilan
besa
godang
fikir
pikir
raya
ghayo
panas
paneh
suke
suko
pinggan
pinggan
semut
somut
demam
domam
lemah
lomah
kedekut
kodokut

South Melaka
besau
pikir
raye
panas
suke
pinggan
semut
demam
lemah
kedekut

South Johor
bes(a/o)
fikir
raya
panas
suke
pinggan
semut
demam
lemah
kedekut

3.5. No-vowel Spelling
SMML excessively use short-formed spellings with very few or without any vowels used. Consonants
are largely utilised to convey an author’s message. Here, all vowels are deliberately left out to save writing
time and space. Examples are as listed in Table 7. An SMML word may also consist of a single character that
may or may not sound like the original word. An example of the former is the word “pergi” which could be
represented with the letter “g” or “p”. The word “tidak” is an example of the latter. It means no or not and is
represented with the universally-used letter “x”.

Table 7. No-vowel Spelling
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Words
betul = btl
dah = dh
faham = fhm, phm
jangan = jgn
nama = nm
pada = pd
pula = plk
tanya = tny
tentang = ttg
yang = yg
pergi = g, p
tidak = x

No. of character
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Single
Single

Similar-sounding
Yes
No

3.6. Numeric Suffixes
In Malay, some words and phrases are composed from duplicating words, be it twice or thrice. Twice
duplicated words can carry a different meaning from their non-duplicating counterpart or they can indicate
pluralism, depending on the context. For example, the word “hati-hati” (be careful), “hati” (heart) and “hatihati” (hearts). A much used thricely duplicated phrase is the “ish, ish, ish”, indicating disbelieve while the
word “ish” is commonly used to express annoyance towards something. In SMML, these words are often
represented with a number attached to the end, e.g. “ish3” or “hati2”.
3.7. Manner of Expression
There are two manners by which authors can express their messages. The first manner is by repeating
a letter in a word e.g. “I liiiiikkkkeee that”. This is used in most languages, denoting either pleasure, surprise,
resentment etc. The second manner, however, is isolated to SMML. It is by adding the letter “R” at the end of
a word ending with a vowel. For example, “aper”, “biler”. The tone of the expression can be both positive or
negative, describing excitement or displeasure. This, however, could also be overly used by some authors to
the point of normalcy for them.

4.

CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, this paper proposed a preliminary formal taxonomy of Malay social media text,
namely SMML. SMML is unlike the standard Malay language in the aspects of spelling and sentence
construction. The proposed classes are spelling variations, Malay-English mix sentence, Malay-spelling
English words, slang-based words, vowel-less words, numeric suffixes and manners of emphasis. This
taxonomy is expected to serve as a reference for research and commercial works.
A taxonomy of Malay social media text (Ruhaila Maskat)
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